Major New Library Databases added in last 3 – 4 years
Sage Journals Online
Full text access to over 450 journals published by Sage back to 1999.
World Shakespeare Bibliography
Annotated entries for all important books, articles, book reviews, dissertations, theatrical productions,
reviews of productions, AV materials, electronic media, and other materials related to Shakespeare
published between 1961 - 2009. International coverage (118+ languages).
Oxford Digital Reference Shelf - new titles added
The Oxford Digital Reference Shelf is a collection of dictionaries and encyclopedias published by Oxford
University Press. They are searchable with Oxford Reference Online Premium. The library just added
the following titles:
•
•
•

Oxford Encyclopedia of Evolution
Oxford Encyclopedia of Mesoamerican Cultures
Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature

Encyclopedia of Global Warming and Climate Change
Covers the science and history of climate change, the controversies over climate-change theories, the
role of societies, the industrial and economic factors, and the sociological aspects of climate change.
Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science
Entries range from (long): the domain of GISci and its major subdomains, such as cartography and
geodesy and core themes, such as spatial analysis, ontology, and data modeling; (medium): significant
topics, such as network analysis, spatialization, and polygon operations. (short): specialized concepts and
techniques, such as the ecological fallacy, spatial weights, and open standards; (very short ): key
organizations in GIS and definitions of fundamental topics, such as legend and extent.
Encyclopedia of Environment and Society
5 vol., 2007. 1,200 entries on topics related to the overlap between people and nature. Biographies,
policy discussions, and essays about problems, processes, and theoretical concepts.
Garland Encyclopedia of World Music Online
This is the first comprehensive online resource devoted to music research of all the world's peoples. More
than 9,000 pages of material, combined with entries by more than 700 expert contributors from all over
the world, make this the most complete body of work focused on world music.
Chicago Manual of Style Online
Access the full online edition (same content as print) or the Quick Guide (examples of commonly cited
resources)
Also in print: Main Library Ready Reference shelves LB2369 .C57
Brill's Online
Online access to standard reference sources for studying the Greek and Latin classics including Brill's
New Pauly; Brill's New Jacoby; Der Neue Pauly; Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker
Polling the Nations (Opinion Polls)
"Database of public opinion polls containing the full text of 500,000 questions and responses from
14,000+ surveys conducted from 1986 through the present in the United States and 100 other countries
around the world." Logout when done (1 user limit).
Periodicals Archive Online (more journals added)
Searchable archive of hundreds of digitized journals published in the arts, humanities and social sciences
from 1665 - 2000. Our package now includes all 6 collections and is searchable with the British
Periodicals I collection. Formerly called PCI Full-text.

CQ Online Editions
Online access to many standard CQ Reference titles: CQ Almanac; Congress and the Nation and five
CQ Guides: Guide to Congress; Guide to the Presidency; Guide to the U.S. Supreme Court; Guide to U.S.
Elections; Guide to Political Campaigns in America.
CQ Almanac
Research issues before Congress from 1945 to the recent past. Browse by Congress, decade,
or topic. Part of the CQ Electronic Library. Click on the direct link for each resource to browse and see
all features.
East View Universal Databases (Russian & English)
Includes Russian Central Newspapers (66), Social Sciences & Humanities Periodicals (80); Military
& Security Periodicals (1); and Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press. Dates of coverage vary.
Russia and CIS Statistical Database
Covers Russian and English-language publications, reports & data sets from the Russian State Statistics
Committee and the Commonwealth of Independent States Statistical Committee.
Guide: http://online.eastview.com/help/statguide_eng.pdf
China Data Online SUBSCRIPTION DROPPED - SEE LEXIS-NEXIS DATASETS INSTEAD
Lexis-Nexis Statistical DataSets (Part of Statistical Universe)
Choose Customize Data to get to Statistical Datasets. Access to over 100 licensed and public domain
datasets. Some time series go back 20 - 100 years. Create tables, graphs, and charts. Hold down the
Control key to select multiple variables. Also Includes the China Data Online statistics (within
DataSets choose Browse by Source).
American Periodical Series Online (APS)
Provides digitized images of "over 1,100 periodicals that first began publishing between 1740 and 1900,
including special interest and general magazines, literary and professional journals, children's and
women's magazines, and many other historically-significant periodicals." Includes titles such as Ladies
Home Journal, Vanity Fair, The Dial, Puck, McClure's, New England Magazine and more.
British Periodicals (Collection I)
British Periodicals, to be published in two parts, offers facsimile page images and searchable full-text for
nearly 500 British periodicals published from the 17th through the early 20th centuries. The library has
collection I, which consists of more than 160 journals that comprise the UMI microfilm collection Early
British Periodicals.
Women and Social Movements in the U.S. 1600-2000. Scholar's Edition
Provides 74 document projects. Each document project poses an interpretive question and provides a
collection of documents that address the question. Includes more than 2,200 documents, approx. 800
images, & almost 800 links to other websites. Also includes a dictionary of social movements and
organizations; a chronology of U.S. women's history; and teaching tools.
Sanborn Maps 1867 - 1970: Vermont
Provides digital access to large-scale, historical fire insurance maps of Vermont towns. The maps give the
outline of each building, the size, shape and construction materials, heights, and function of structures,
location of windows and doors, street names, street and sidewalk widths, property boundaries, building
use, and house and block numbers.
CQ Historic Documents
Published annually by Congressional Quarterly (CQ) since 1972, each volume includes approximately
100 primary source documents covering the most significant events of the year. These documents range
from presidential speeches, international agreements, Supreme Court decisions to U.S. governmental
reports and scientific findings. For CQ Electronic Library, Go shortcut = go/cq

Encyclopedia of Quaternary Science
Includes a broad range of articles on the major topics in the field. Chapters include: Paleoclimatology,
Dating Techiniques, Quaternary Stratigraphy, Quaternary Glaciation, Fluvial Environments, History of
Quaternary Glaciations, Sea Level Studies, Paleosols and Wind-Blown Sediments, Lake Level Studies,
Paleobotany, Paleolimnology, Vertebrate Studies, Insect Fossil Studies, Paleoceanography, Ice Core
Studies, Stable Isotope Research-Carbonates, Humans in the Quaternary.
Encyclopaedia Judaica Online
Intended for both scholars and general readers, this 22 volume work, with its hyperlinked text, has been
extensively revised and expanded from the 1972 edition. Includes 600 maps, charts, tables, photographs,
and 21,000 signed entries. Browse by going to the e-Table of Contents, search for a particular term in the
e-Index, or perform a quick search on the full text, by first checking the "within this publication" box.
Mergent Online
Provides U.S. and international company and investment research. Includes equity research reports;
earnings estimates; historical stock pricing (20+ yrs); standardized financials; institutional holdings; insider
trades; annual reports; executive biographies. Also includes industry reports for North America, Europe,
and Asia-Pacific. Subscription includes all modules except private companies. To search, follow link
and click on "Enter Mergent Online". Go shortcut = go/mergent
Source OECD
Access to all Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development (OECD) Statistical Databases
(except IEA Databases); all OECD E-books, and all OECD periodicals. Topics include: economics
(including trade and development); environment; agriculture; energy; science & technology; education;
migration; health; and more. Go shortcut = go/oecd
Westlaw Campus Research
Full-text collection of legal, news, and business information sources. Legal resources include law reviews
and journals; law encyclopedias and legal guides; cases (all Supreme Court, federal, and state cases);
statutes (including USCA and state codes/laws); federal regulations (including the Federal Register and
CFR); European Union materials (including treaty, legislative, and case law materials). Users must
"accept" the license to gain access. See Product Brochure and Campus Help for more details.
Historical Statistics of the U.S.
Millennial Edition - updated and expanded online version with data updated to the 1990's+ (additional 30
years worth and triple the number of data series than its predecessor).
AccessScience (McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology Online)
Provides authoritative information for non-specialists on a wide variety of science-related topics. Includes
the 20-volume McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, the McGraw-Hill Dictionary of
Scientific & Technical Terms and the Yearbooks of Science & Technology in addition to biographies from
the Hutchinson Dictionary of Scientific Biography, selected Science News articles, and links to evaluated
web sites.
U.S. Congressional Serial Set, 1817-1980
Part of Archive of Ameriana. Contains reports, documents and journals of the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives from the 15th to 96th Congresses, originally published in approximately 13,800 bound
volumes. Also includes key Executive Branch documents.
American State Papers, 1789-1838
Part of Archive of Americana. This digital collection contains legislative and executive documents of the
first fourteen U.S. Congresses and more. It is an essential complement to the U.S. Congressional Serial
Set, which begins with the 15th U.S. Congress.
American Historical Newspapers
Part of Archive of Americana. Contains "early American newspapers published between 1690 and 1922,
including titles from all 50 present states."

Early American Imprints, Series I: Evans, 1639-1800
Part of Archive of Americana. This digital collection contains virtually every book, pamphlet and
broadside published in America over a 160-year period listed in the bibliography by Charles Evans.
Publications include: advertisements, almanacs, bibles, broadsides, catalogs, charters and by-laws,
contracts, cookbooks, elegies, eulogies, laws, maps, narratives, novels, operas, pamphlets, plays, poems,
primers, sermons, songs, speeches, textbooks, tracts, travelogues, treaties and more.
Early American Imprints, Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker, 1801-1819
Part of Archive of Americana. Early 19th Century books, pamphlets, broadsides and other imprints listed
in the bibliography by Ralph R. Shaw and Richard H. Shoemaker. It is an essential complement to Early
American Imprints, Series I: Evans, 1639-1800.
American Broadsides and Ephemera
Part of Archive of Americana. Contains fully searchable facsimile images of broadsides printed between
1820 and 1900 and ephemera printed between 1760 and 1900.
Grove Art Online
Grove Art Online presents the entire text of The Dictionary of Art (published in 1996), updated and fullyindexed, searchable and browsable.
•
•
•
•

Over 45,000 articles can be found in seconds with a sophisticated keyword search
Access cross references in the text with a click of the mouse
Over 40,000 links to important art images in galleries and museums around the world
Updates, new articles and new image links are added as part of on-going maintenance of
this product

African American Song
African American Song currently includes recordings from the catalog of Document Records, a label that
specializes in early (pre-WWII) blues, jazz, and gospel music. There are currently ca. 16,000 tracks.
Smithsonian Global Sound® for Libraries
SGS includes the catalog of the Smithsonian Folkways family of labels, and features a large repertoire of
traditional and popular music from all over the world. There is also a substantial collection of Spoken
Word and Sounds, in areas such as History, African American Spoken Word, Poetry, Prose, Drama,
Science and Nature, etc., that may be of interest to other departments.
NewpaperDirect
Library Press Display from NewspaperDirect provides a 45 day archive of full-color, full-page scanned
images of over 200 newspapers from around the world. You can zoom in to read text or images and
you can do a keyword search within a specific issue. Please click on the Sign Out link at the top when
done so others may have access!
Index Islamicus
This database indexes literature related to Islam, the Middle East, and other parts of the Muslim world,
covering publications from 1906 to the present. Major areas of coverage include archaeology, the arts,
economics, education, geography, history, law, literature, philosophy, religion, the sciences, theology, and
travel.
London Times Digital Archive
Access the digital edition of the London Times from 1785 to 1985. Search by keyword, by words in
text, or browse by date and retrieve the full-text as it appeared in the paper. We are limited to one user
at a time so please logout when finished!
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